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TrashTrucksOnline is the independent web site serving the waste business, where you will find
a variety of dealers and private waste haulers with garbage trucks and waste handling
equipment to sell. Find new and used garbage trucks and roll off trucks , trash trucks of all
kinds, as well as containers , trailers , balers , and garbage truck parts. You can also find dump
trucks , grapple trucks , street sweepers and pumper trucks. Search for financing here, too!
Year Satellite Dumper Mounts on Pickup Truck!! Call For Price. Roll Off and Hooklift Dumpster
Containers Newest Listings. Allison 6 Speed with Pak Mor Body. Freightliner - Labrie Automizer.
Southern Mack GU with 25 yard Heil Showcase Listings. Trucks avg. Good condition! NEW Pete
! Cummins CNG, Allison. Route Tested and Proven. Call Jason TruckAlong GMC currently
makes SUVs , pickup trucks , vans, and light-duty trucks, catered to a premium-based market. In
the past, GMC also produced fire trucks , ambulances , heavy-duty trucks, military vehicles ,
motorhomes , transit buses , and medium duty trucks. While many GMC and Chevrolet trucks
are mechanically identical, GMC is positioned as a premium offering to the mainstream
Chevrolet brand, with luxury vehicles such as the Denali series. In North America , GMC
vehicles are almost always sold alongside Buick vehicles at joint dealerships , allowing the
same dealer to market both upscale cars and trucks. In William C. In Durant gained control of
Reliance Motor Car Company, another early commercial vehicle manufacturer. Louis, Missouri.
GMTC provided a total of trucks to the U. Before the earthquake struck, most of Japan's
transportation of commerce and people was by wooden carts and government owned railroads,
which were severely damaged when the train tracks were twisted beyond use. Autonomous
trucks were much more effective at traveling to heavily damaged areas. The Canadian plant in
London, Ontario produced buses from until July GM withdrew from the bus and coach market
because of increased competition in the late s and s. In , GMC ended production of
medium-duty commercial trucks after over years. It replaced the Pontiac Torrent after the
brand's demise. On January 30, , General Motors released a series of short teaser videos
revealing the return of Hummer nameplate, this time as a sub-brand of GMC instead of a
stand-alone division. The teasers confirm the nameplate's returnâ€”this time not as an
independent franchise, but as two models, an electric pickup truck and SUV, to be sold as the "
GMC Hummer EV. Beginning in , GMC and Chevrolet trucks became largely similar, built as
variants of the same platform , sharing much the same body sheetwork, except for nameplates
and grilles â€” though their differences, especially engines, have varied over the years. GMC
advertising marketed its trucks to commercial buyers and businesses, whereas Chevrolet's
advertising was directed towards private owners. Additionally, from through , the less than
2-ton, domestic GMC gasoline trucks were equipped with Pontiac, Buick, and Oldsmobile
V8sâ€”whereas the Canadian models used Chevrolet engines. Between and , most GMC
vehicles were equipped with quad-headlights, while their Chevrolet clones were equipped with
dual-headlights. As of [update] , GMC's vehicles are marketed as more premium, luxury vehicles
positioned above similar vehicles from the more mainstream Chevrolet division. In North
America , Chevrolet offers a full lineup of cars , crossover vehicles , sport utility vehicles , and
pickup trucks. GMC, however, does not offer any car models, so typically they are sold along
Buick or sometimes Cadillac vehicles at joint dealerships , allowing the same dealer to sell a full
lineup of upscale vehicles, including both cars and trucks. However, standalone GMC
dealerships do exist, primarily for dealers who have a focus on selling to the commercial and
fleet vehicle markets. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Division of General Motors
focused on trucks and utility vehicles. Detroit , Michigan. United States. Companies portal. This
article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified because it lacks
sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more
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series [13]. Little different from the Chevrolet Art Deco trucks. Little different from the Chevrolet
Advance-Design trucks. Pontiac Powered, similar to the Chevrolet Task-Force trucks. GMC
version of Chevrolet Colorado midsize pickup. Line sold to Navistar , now marketed under the
WorkHorse brand. Model used for Ironhide in the Transformers film series. P-series [14].
Rebadged Chevrolet Chevette intended for the Argentinian market. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to GMC. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. S Jimmy. Full-size SUV. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. Compact
pickup. S Sonoma. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Managing waste is a key concern for any
municipality. Garbage collectors need reliable waste haulers to get the job done in a timely
fashion and, to keep costs down, managers need machines that are economical to operate and
maintain. That's why an investment in your fleet is so important. The choices you make when
purchasing new or used garbage trucks can have a profound impact on your overall
performance and cost-effectiveness. Truck Site can help. Follow the links on this page to
browse our current inventory of garbage trucks for sale at great prices. Truck Site has multiple
options for anyone in the market for a used garbage truck. Our inventory of waste haulers and
used sanitation trucks for sale is primarily sourced from former municipal vehicles that have
spent their entire operational lives in conditions favorable to preventing rust and salt damage.
We sell and ship:. In addition to conventional vehicles, we also frequently have alternate fuel
refuse trucks for sale. Automatic loading garbage trucks can be powered by compressed
natural gas CNG , liquefied natural gas LNG or conventional fuel sources. There are several
advantages to buying a used garbage truck from Truck Site. By buying a waste hauler used, you
get more for your purchasing dollar, allowing you to expand your fleet on a budget. Most of the
used garbage trucks for sale from Truck Site have low mileage. All our sanitation trucks are in
excellent condition and come fully inspected by our team of heavy machinery experts. When
you need to purchase a garbage truck for your fleet, save the depreciation and buy used.
Contact our team today for more information. Vehicle may be subject to prior sale. We disclaim
any warranty as to the availability of, condition of, or accuracy of information provided about
the vehicles listed on this website. All Categories. Used Garbage Trucks for Sale Managing
waste is a key concern for any municipality. They are most commonly used for commercial or
industrial trash collection rather than residential waste. Workers can throw bags of waste in by
hand. Alternatively, several models feature a cart tipper or a kick bar attachment for emptying
bins. All rear loaders include a packer for compressing garbage. Both manual and automatic lift
options are available. Alternative Fuel Vehicles In addition to conventional vehicles, we also
frequently have alternate fuel refuse trucks for sale. Why Buy Used? Garbage Trucks - Front
Loaders. Call For Price. More Details. Allen's Riverview Equipment. Apex Equipment. Arizona
Refuse Trucks. Big Truck Rental. Capital City Truck Sales. Carolina Environmental. First Waste
Equipment. Fyda Freightliner. Gov Deals. Hacker's Packers. New Way Dealer Group. Parris
Truck Sales. Premier Truck Sales. Quality Refuse Solutions. RDK Truck Sales. Rush Refuse
Rentals. Rush Refuse Systems. The Larson Group. The Pete Store. Tom's Truck Sales. Truck
Component Services. TrashTrucksOnline is the independent web site serving the waste
business, where you will find a variety of dealers and private waste haulers with garbage trucks
and waste handling equipment to sell. Find new and used garbage trucks and roll off trucks ,
trash trucks of all kinds, as well as containers , trailers , balers , and garbage truck parts. You
can also find dump trucks , grapple trucks , street sweepers and pumper trucks. Search for
financing here, too! Year Roll Off and Hooklift Dumpster Containers Call For Price. Newest
Listings. Allison 6 Speed with Pak Mor Body. Freightliner - Labrie Automizer. Southern Mack GU
with 25 yard Heil Showcase Listings. Trucks avg. Good condition! NEW Pete ! Cummins CNG,
Allison. Route Tested and Proven. Call Jason TruckAlong Also known as refuse trucks, waste
management garbage trucks are enclosed trucks designed for the simultaneous handling of
multiple types of trash. Trucks for garbage can be a side loader, rear loader or front loader
garbage truck depending on where the entrance is for trash. Side loaders are for residential
areas and have 15 to 30 cubic yards of capacity, rear loaders are also residential and have a
capacity of 20 to 30 cubic yards, and a front loader garbage truck is for commercial purposes
and can have anywhere from 30 to 40 cubic yards of capacity. A recycling truck is specially
made for handling newspapers, glass, metal cans, and other salvageable refuse. Read Less.
Home Listings Trucks Garbage Trucks. Garbage Trucks For Sale Also known as refuse trucks,

waste management garbage trucks are enclosed trucks designed for the simultaneous handling
of multiple types of trash. Filter 2. Industry Trucks. Category Garbage Trucks. Save Search.
Email Alert. Keyword Search. Garbage Trucks Select a manufacturer to view available models.
New 40 Used Dismantled 1. Heavy Duty Medium Duty Single 22 Tandem Tri 9. Regular Cab 4.
Front Loader 2 Rear Loader 3. Diesel United States Canada 3. Select a country to view available
states. Filter by Manufacturer. Crane Carrier CCC. American LaFrance. Mitsubishi Fuso. Used
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option I still cannot find what I am looking for. How do I filter or sort my search? Could you add
a feature? A picture or description looks incorrect. Something is broken. Thank you for the
feedback! If you have any suggestions on how to improve our site, please let us know. Your
suggestions and feedback immensely help us improve our site. Got a garbage truck to sell? In
minutes, you can create a classified ad and market it to thousands of users. Subscribe to our
Catalogs. For full functionality of this site it is necessary to enable JavaScript. Here are the
instructions how to enable JavaScript in your web browser. Hamburger menu button. Searches
Location Classic Search. GovDeals provides services to government agencies allowing them to
sell surplus assets via the Internet. Each agency has its own auction rules and may be subject
to government ordinances. Keyword search Search
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